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420 years – The birth of the stock exchange
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On a late summer night in Amsterdam, Saturday the 31st of August, the year 1602, Notary Jan Fransz Bruyningh left his house at the Heintje Hoeksteeg. Heading through the
Warmoesstraat, he went to the house of merchant Dirck van Os at the Nes. All these street names still exist more than 400 years later.

Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie – the beginning of “capitalism”

Dirck van Os was one of the directors of de Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie (VOC), “Dutch East-India Company” (although, precisely, “Vereenigde” means “United”). At his private
quarters, people could sign up to participate in the capital of the VOC, founded earlier in the same year. The book was closed at midnight, and under the watchful eye of Notary Bruyning
accountant Lampe was making up the balance.

Shortly before closure, Neeltgen Cornelis, the housemaid of Dirck van Os, came in to also sign up for 100 guilders. Earning half a guilder a day, this was quite a sum for her. Although after
much hesitation and seeing so many investors coming in, she would become probably one of the first recorded cases of FOMO (“Fear Of Missing Out”) at the birth of the first tranche of
equity.

Exchanging capital for the first time – the birth of the stock exchange

The participation in capital was not new, the VOC being the united companies that had sailed to the East since 1595. These were mostly invested in by a coupled of wealthy private
investors. Because of the huge venture of these individual companies combined under one umbrella, it was decided to make the subscription public. Everybody living in the Dutch Republic
at the time could participate. It wasn’t seen just as an investment to earn money with, it was also a patriotic act for the inhabitants of the young republic.

At 21 years, the investment had an exceptionally long duration. The directors of VOC realized that this fact would scare off potential investors. Therefore, they decided to add the following
provision:

”Transporten of overdrachten kunnen gedaan worden bij de boekhouder van deze kamer” 
Transports or transfers [of equity] can be made by the bookkeeper of this chamber.

This was the first time in history that the option of exchanging equity was officially documented.

A war as trigger

The reason why it came to this, sadly, was a war, i.e. the Dutch uprising against Spain in the 16  century.

In the Carol Reed movie, The Third Man, Orson Welles’ character Harry Lime famously, and cynically, says: “In Italy for thirty years under the Borgias, they had warfare, terror, murder, and

bloodshed, but they produced Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, and the Renaissance. In Switzerland, they had brotherly love, they had five hundred years of democracy and peace, and

what did that produce? The cuckoo clock.”

The uprising originally started because of the Reformation. What is now known as Belgium and the Netherlands, were the Seventeen Provinces, the imperial states of the Habsburg
Netherlands in the 16  century. After the abdication of the Habsburg Emperor Charles V in 1555, the Seventeen Provinces went to his son, Philip II of Habsburg, the King of Spain.

Conflicts about religion, where Philip II wanted a much stricter rule against the Reformation than his Dutch subjects were willing to accept, led to the Eighty Years’ War, starting in 1568. The
Dutch local authorities were much more inclined to tolerate new thoughts in general, and also on religion. The region being central to many trading routes from all over Europe, tolerance
was embedded in their society.
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Moving North – the Seven United Provinces

Seven northern provinces managed to gain independence as a republic called the Seven United Provinces. In the South, Philip II managed to restore his rule, causing many people from the
southern provinces to flee to the new republic, where there was a much wider acceptance for diversity. This also meant a lot of wealth from Antwerp, Bruges, Ghent, and Brussels was
moving North. Soon enough people from all over Europe who suffered from any kind of repression would find shelter in the Republic.    

At war with the most powerful nation on earth, the Seven United Provinces were now full of rich merchants and other talented people. As a collateral damage of the struggle for
independency, a lot of former trade routes were severely disrupted or even completely blocked. These merchants with means, knowledge, and connections soon started to look for new
opportunities. After Portugal fell to Spain in 1580, suddenly the Republic was also at war with the sole beneficiary of the trade route to East-India, which offered a unique, albeit risky,
opportunity.

In 1595, the first Dutch ships sailed to East-India. They were property of the private company “Compagnie van Verre” (“Company from far away”), and although they were not very
successful at first, they still proved it was possible to trade directly with East-India. More and more such undertakings followed, in the process not only competing with Portugal, but also with
each other.

Trade monopoly

The government of the republic was not overly happy with this situation. Given that it was still at war, it would be much more beneficial to bundle the efforts and only compete against
Portugal. Hence, the East-Indian Trading Company was born, and it was given the monopoly to trade between the East Indies and the Republic. In exchange, it had to represent the
interests of the republic, by any means necessary.   

VOC was nearly three times the market cap of Apple

After 1602, it still took a while before stock-trading really started to look like a modern stock exchange. Again, war and battles accelerated this. The VOC became very successful after a
while, helped by strongly sub-par ethics (not only compared to modern standards), and the value of the stock began to rise sharply. At its peak the VOC was worth 78 Million Dutch guilder,
which adjusted, among other things for inflation, would be tantamount to an estimated USD 7.9 trillion nowadays. Compare this to Apple’s market cap of approximately USD 2.9 trillion.

Prices were very volatile, especially since the young republic was almost permanently at war in the 17  century, not only with Spain. Investors recognised it was not only rewarding to be
invested in the company, but also to trade the equity, selling at high levels and buying back at lower levels later. Thus, speculating on negative news (e.g. that a ship had sunk), or even
trying to spread rumours which were not true in the first place, were strategies of manipulating the price as seen fit. First regulations had to be imposed. Pigeons were used to get the latest
news before others got it: the modern-day equivalent of high-speed data connections.

All this combined eventually meant a huge leap forward in the efficient allocation of capital and available resources.

Stock exchange for everyone

Neeltgen Cornelis never really came to benefit from this. She sold her shares less than a year later; she probably had to sell them because she could not afford the first payment. When
subscribing she did not have to provide all the money at once. She could have paid in four instalments.

But although she never got any reward for her brave and patriotic act of participating in this enormous financial innovation, she could still be regarded as a symbol of this new form of trade,
which created chances for more people than ever before, regardless of their background.  

Painting of a leading merchant of the VOC from the 17th century; Source: akg-images / picturedesk.com
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Reacommended reading: The World’s first stock exchange (Columbia Business School Publishing) by Petram Lodewijk  
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